Structural biology of bacterial iron uptake systems.
Numerous bacterial proteins are involved in microbial iron uptake and transport and considerable variation has been found in the uptake schemes used by different bacterial species. However, whether extracting iron from host proteins such as transferrin, lactoferrin or hemoglobin or importing low molecular weight iron-chelating compounds such as heme, citrate or siderophores, Gram-negative pathogenic bacteria typically employ a specific outer membrane receptor, a periplasmic binding protein and two inner membrane associated proteins: a transporter coupled with an ATP-hydrolyzing protein. Often, studies have shown that proteins with similar function but little amino acid sequence homology are structurally related. Elucidation of the structures of the Escherichia coli outer membrane siderophore transport proteins FepA and FhuA have provided the first insights into the conformational changes required for ligand transport through the bacterial outer membrane. The variations between the structures of the prototypical periplasmic ferric binding protein FbpA from Neisseria and Haemophilus influenzae and the unusual E coli periplasmic siderophore binding protein FhuD reveal that the different periplasmic ligand binding proteins exercise distinct mechanisms for ligand binding and release. The structure of the hemophore HasA from Serratia marcescens shows how heme may be extracted and utilized by the bacteria. Other biochemical evidence also shows that the proteins that provide energy for iron transport at the outer membrane, such as the TonB-ExbB-ExbD system, are structurally very similar across bacterial species. Likewise, the iron-sensitive gene regulatory protein Fur is found in most bacteria. To date, no structural information is available for Fur, but the structure for the related protein DxtR has been determined. Together, these three-dimensional structures complement our knowledge of iron transport systems from other pathogenic bacteria, including Pseudomonas aeruginosa, which has a number of homologous iron uptake proteins. More importantly, the current structures for iron transport proteins provide rational starting points for design of novel antimicrobial agents.